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Knowledge about mechanisms

The goal of many sciences is to understand the mechanisms by which variables
came to take on the values they have (that is, to find a generative model), and to
predict what the values of those variables would be if the naturally occurring
mechanisms were subject to outside manipulations.
Peter Spirtes (2010, p. 1643)

Knowledge about mechanisms—the underlying
causal pathways—is required for researchers and
managers to predict what will happen in situations
that they haven’t even envisioned yet
Spirtes P (2010) Introduction to causal inference.
J. Machine Learning Res. 11:1643–1662.

Despite the importance of designing managerial
interventions, research in strategic
management lags behind other branches of
science in evaluating the mechanisms of
intervention.

ENGAGED SCHOLARSHIP FOR DOING RESEARCH

Managerial interventions

• Designing and evaluating managerial interventions requires formulating and
answering what-if questions, such as
• “What will happen to firm performance if managers intervene by doing this?”
and
• “What if managers had not done this?”
• To formulate and answer what-if questions, we need a methodology that advances
our understanding of causal identification by delineating the pathways of managerial
interventions.
• Structural causal modeling (SCM) serves as a methodology for delineating causal
pathways and therefore improving the design and evaluation of managerial
interventions.
• SCM has the potential to improve strategy research by providing a methodology for
probing what-if questions regarding a sufficient cause of firm performance.
What-if questions contribute to research conversations important to Strategy Science.
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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CAUSES OF OUTCOME

D (decision)→M (mediator)→Y (outcome)
SCM improves research design by quantifying
(1) the fraction of D’s total effect on Y that propagates through M, and
(2) the fraction of D’s total effect for which M is a sufficient cause of Y.

By decomposing the total effect of D on Y into its indirect and
direct components, researchers can formulate and answer what-if
questions regarding a sufficient cause of Y such as,

W h a t w o u l d h a p p e n t o M a n d t h e n Y,
if managers had not intervened by doing D?
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A P P LY I N G S C M T O
TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS

APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

Applying SCM to TCE on outsourcing

The research design powered by SCM ascends beyond the
conventional question of whether governance mode (e.g., deciding
to outsource or insource) has a significant effect on firm
performance.
• It asks and answers why and how switching governance mode
(e.g., switching from outsourcing to insourcing) causes a change
in firm performance.
• Why and how switching governance mode may or may not improve
performance (e.g., switching when the managers didn’t need to; failing
to switch when the managers needed to).
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APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

S (decision)→M (deviation from theory-based prescription)→Y (firm performance)
SCM increases the clarity in TCE’s theorizing:
• Why and how the effect of governance mode on firm performance is transmitted
through a reduction in the deviation of managerial decision from theory-based
prescription.
• Specifically, a mediator, M, is theorized as the deviation of the governance mode
selected by managers away from the governance mode prescribed according to
TCE.

What would happen to M and then Y, if outsourcing were not chosen?
S→M→Y
S: whether a process is outsourced (yes = 1, no = 0);
M: whether S is aligned with TCE prescription (yes = 1, no = 0); and
Y: whether the firm is satisfied with the process’s performance (yes = 1, no = 0).
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APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

S→M→Y
We evaluate the effect of managerial intervention by computing the fraction of a
governance mode’s total effect on firm performance that is propagated through the
mediator.
For such a computation, we use the formula of natural indirect effect (NIE), natural direct
effect (NDE), and total effect (TE).
NIE is the expected change in Y, given that we keep S as no outsourcing but set M at the
natural value that the alignment between managerial decision and theory-based
prescription would take if we had switched to outsourcing. The NIE is the fraction of the
total effect for which mediation is sufficient. It informs how much of the governance
mode’s total effect can be explained by the alignment with TCE prescription alone.
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APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

S→M→Y
NDE is the effect of S that is transmitted directly absent M’s ability to respond to S. It
allows alignment to vary from transaction to transaction at its baseline level but only
before the switch to outsourcing. Disabling M could expose the natural direct effect as a
possible pathway through which a switch in governance mode affects firm performance.
TE is the expected change in Y as S switches from no outsourcing to outsourcing, while M
tracks the change in S naturally.
Pearl J (2012) The causal mediation formula—A guide to the assessment of pathways and
mechanisms. Prevention Sci. 13(4):426–436.
Pearl J (2014a) Interpretation and identification of causal mediation. Psych. Methods
19(4):459–481.
Pearl J (2014b) Reply to commentary by Imai, Keele, Tingley, and Yamamoto concerning
causal mediation analysis. Psych. Methods. 19(4):488–492.
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APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

Artificial Data for a Numerical Example

The numerical example is inspired by Pearl (2012, 2014a)
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APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

S→M→Y
What is the fraction of outsourcing’s total effect that propagates through the mediator?
The answer is [1 − (NDE/TE)] = 0.304
This is the percentage of processes for which mediation is necessary.
In the numerical example, of the processes with satisfied performance, 30.4% owe the
satisfaction to the capacity of outsourcing in aligning with TCE prescription.
Suppose that managers propose to replace outsourcing with a new governance mode
that merely mimics its degree of alignment (switching S for the purpose of aligning with
TCE prescription) but has no direct effect on Y. Proposals for such new governance mode
are bound for failure. The finding that 30.4% is not a huge percentage suggests that
outsourcing has a beneficial effect on performance that is independent of, though
enhanced by, the alignment with TCE prescription.
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APPLYING SCM TO TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS (TCE)

S→M→Y
What is the fraction of outsourcing’s total effect for which the mediator is a sufficient
cause of performance?
The answer is (NIE/TE) = 0.07
This is the percentage of processes for which mediation is sufficient.
In the numerical example, of the processes with satisfied performance, 7.6% would
sustain the satisfaction by alignment alone. This also means that 92.4% owe the
satisfaction to the direct path.
Alignment with TCE prescription works as a mediator, but its effect is small, according to
the numerical example. The finding that 7.6% is a small percentage suggests that
switching governance mode for the purpose of reducing deviation from TCE prescription
is not likely to be effective.
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S C M ’ S B R O A D E R I M P L I C AT I O N S F O R S T R AT E G Y S C I E N C E

SCM’S BROADER IMPLICATIONS FOR STRATEGY SCIENCE

Theory-based prescriptions
Theory-based prescriptions in strategic management can benefit from using
SCM.
• Theory-based prescriptions provide normative heuristics, or cognitive
representations, that guide managerial decision.
• The prescriptions are ultimately judged by how well they inform practice.
• The example that we demonstrate with TCE informs
• whether switching governance mode for the purpose of reducing
deviation from TCE prescription will improve performance, and,
• if yes, by how much.
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SCM’S BROADER IMPLICATIONS FOR STRATEGY SCIENCE

Theory-based prescriptions
Beyond TCE and its prescriptions for governance mode in decisions
about vertical integration, SCM can improve research design and testing
strategies regarding decisions about
• global diversification,
• product portfolio reshuffling, and
• activity scope.
These decisions are fundamental choices of corporate strategy that is
endogenous and self-selected.
• Strategy scientists often are not able to make the comparison of strategy
performance by assigning strategies such as these choices to firms in
randomized control trials.
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SCM’S BROADER IMPLICATIONS FOR STRATEGY SCIENCE

Theory-based prescriptions
What strategy scientists are able to do is conduct observational studies that use a
natural experiment where an unanticipated event generates variations in the
decision.
Example: global diversification. Use the 2008–2009 financial crisis as an unexpected shock
that dried up liquidity to address endogeneity when analyzing whether global
diversification increased or decreased firm valuation.
Apply SCM to uncover mechanisms: Does restructuring a firm’s global network of
subsidiaries for the purpose of reducing deviation from theory-based prescription lead to
the diversification premium, and, if yes, increasing firm valuation by how much?
What is needed theoretically so as to apply SCM is a prescriptive theory that is
general, parsimonious, and has a clear causal logic for generating precise prescriptions.
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SCM’S BROADER IMPLICATIONS FOR STRATEGY SCIENCE

Theory-based prescriptions
Managers stand to benefit from the knowledge about causal pathways that
(1) explains why and how a blunder occurred, if any;
• (e.g., switching governance mode when they didn’t need to; failing to
switch governance mode when they needed to)
(2) informs the design and evaluation of corrective interventions for the future
• (e.g., whether switching governance mode for the purpose of aligning
with TCE prescription will improve performance, and if yes, by how
much).
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